
KUWAIT: Historical buildings are a national her-
itage and a living witness to the past, and Kuwait is
keen to take care and preserve architecture over
the years, said an official on Saturday. Assistant
Secretary of the Antiquities and Museums Sector at
the National Council for Culture, Arts and Letters
(NCCAL) Tahani Al-Adwani said that the NCCAL
was playing an active role in preserving historic
buildings in the country. NCCAL documents, stud-
ies, and prepares architectural plans as well as
structural checks of historical buildings to complete
rehabilitation, restoration and maintenance works
for each of them, Adwani noted. In addition to mon-
itoring historical buildings and developing a
methodology for preserving this national heritage
through proposals and finding solutions to the chal-
lenges to preserve, maintain and restore architec-
tural heritage.

Adwani revealed that since the beginning of the
current year, many historical buildings have been
restored such as Sheikh Abdullah Al-Jaber Palace,
Investigation Department Building, Al-Khalawi
House, Sheikh Ahmad Al-Jaber Rest House and
Sheikh Abdullah Al-Salem Palace in Failaka Island,
and Al-Jahra Gate. NCCAL strategy is to create
alternative opportunities and paths for partnership
with the private sector or other bodies to support
the Council’s work and strategy, such as the Kuwait
Authority for Partnership Projects, the National
Cooperative Projects Committee and others, she
noted. Adwani said that the council’s interest in
empowering and preserving historical buildings
comes with unlimited support from the Minister of
Information and Culture and Minister of State for
Youth Affairs Abdul Rahman Al-Mutairi.

Preserving history
Engineer Walid Al-Hamidi, the superintendent of

historical buildings in the council, said meanwhile
that Kuwait is interested in historical buildings and
preserving them, referring to the Amiri Decree No 1
of 1960 on the Antiquities Law and the amendments
made to it in Law No 9 of 1994. He said that the
memorandum restricted the right to restore sites
and buildings in the council and regulated special
conditions for the rise of modern buildings and
archaeological areas and buildings to preserve their
own environments. Hamidi added that one of the
most important points is also obtaining approval
from the National Council before starting any repair
or restoration procedure for registered buildings
and determining the percentage and quality of
buildings adjacent to any historic building that has
been registered. The structural plan for Kuwait
when developing designs in relation to historical
buildings to ensure that a building campus is creat-

ed around these buildings and to set conditions for
new buildings adjacent to them in line with their
existing historical environment, he added.

Hamidi said the maintenance and restoration of
the Al-Ghanim Palace is currently being rehabilitat-
ed, which comes with a donation from the Al-
Ghanim family represented by Fouad and Qutayba
Al-Ghanim, in order to ensure that the palace is
restored to its historical authenticity. The Minister
of Information Mutairi confirmed in a previous
statement that legal action will be taken against any
person who enters a historical building or archaeo-
logical site surrounded by a security fence without
a license. This comes according to the Antiquities
Law, in which the punishment for transgressions
reaches five years in prison and legal measures will
be taken not to allow entry to any historical build-

ing or archaeological site without official written
approval from the General Secretariat of the
National Council for Culture and Arts. — KUNA
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News in brief
Amir thanks well-wishers

KUWAIT: His Highness the Amir Sheikh Nawaf
Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah and His Highness
the Crown Prince Sheikh Mishal Al-Ahmad Al-
Jaber Al-Sabah on Saturday thanked citizens and
residents of Kuwait for their Eid Al-Fitr greetings.
His Highness the Amir and His Highness the Crown
Prince expressed hope for the happy occasion to
recur with further goodness, blessing and devel-
opment for Kuwait and its people. — KUNA

No letter received 

KUWAIT: The Foreign Ministry categorically
denied claims that a letter was sent by the former
US Secretary of State to the ministry, which
included the inclusion of a number of Kuwaiti citi-
zens and institutions among violators of imposed
sanctions to Iran. The Ministry called on all to
show responsibility and report accurate informa-
tion before publishing, confirming that it retains its
legal right against anyone who publishes or pro-
motes such matter that would in turn harm the
reputation of Kuwait or its national security.

Kuwait condemns attack

KUWAIT: Kuwait expressed its condemnation
over an explosion last week in the Maldives capi-
tal Male, which left the archipelago’s former presi-
dent Mohamed Nasheed critically wounded.
Kuwait stands in solidarity with the Maldives and
supports the island nation’s efforts to protect
national security, said a foreign ministry statement,
emphasizing its objection to all forms of violence.
Nasheed, the current speaker of parliament,
underwent life-saving surgery after he was hit by
shrapnel from a bomb blast outside his home in
what is being treated as a terror attack.

Historic buildings in Kuwait
a national heritage: NCCAL 

Partial intersection
with Ghazali 
Road open
KUWAIT: Kuwait Public Authority for Roads
and Transportation (PART) announced a partial
opening of the 6.5 ring road intersection with
Ghazali Road early yesterday. The intersection is
part of the 6.5 ring road, stretching over 800
meters with four lanes and two safety lanes of
20.2 meters, the authority said in a statement on
Saturday. It intersects with Ghazali Road with a
lower road of 1,017 meters, which will be opened
for cars coming from Shuwaikh Port, the airport
and the air cargo service area, it added. It has
three exits for cars coming from Ghazali towards
Jleeb Al-Shuyoukh, fifth and sixth exits towards
Al-Jahra and from Abdullah Mubarak towards

the airport and Kuwait City, PART noted. The
authority added that the 6.5 ring road project
was completed by 92 percent last April and is
expected to be fully launched by end of year.
The project will improve traffic jams in the 6th
ring road and will be key to ease traffic in Jleeb
Al-Shuyoukh as well, it said. The project will also
create an intersection with the 6th ring road to
provide an immediate entry to Sabah Al-Salem
University City. — KUNA

Al-Jahra Gate

An old building under maintenance. Al-Ghanim Palace

Sheikh Abdullah Al-Jaber Palace.

KUWAIT: Sheikh Abdullah Al-Salem Palace in Failaka
Island.
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